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A Conversation on Conversation

I wish to offer a conversation among three voices on the subject of conversation itself. These voices I will 
call first “the archetypal”, second “the philosophical”, and third “the imaginal”.

The archetypal begins with this Biblical passage that purports to quote Jesus:

For where two or three are gathered together in my name, 
there am I in the midst of them.         (Matthew 18:20, KJV)

What does it mean to come to a meeting in the name of Jesus? What arises from that? What is this “I” 
that is in the midst of the people meeting in that name?

There are a myriad "understandings" or interpretations of what Jesus means. 
To my mind, the more interesting - because they are at least partially 
philosophical as well as being psychological - are those that relate Jesus to the 
ego or the self in some way. A classic example from Jungian psychology was 
Edward F. Edinger's Ego and Archetype in which Christ is understood as a 
"paradigm of the individuating ego" in that the story of Jesus' relationship with 
God depicts the relationship of the ego of every man (and woman) with the 
larger Self (which can be understood both intra-psychically as a wider sense of 
self and extra-psychically as a wider community in which the ego or intra-
psychic Self participates). On Edinger's understanding, the Jesus or "I" that 
arises in the midst of the meeting is this Self, especially the extra-psychic Self 
though this would also be a way to strengthen or make more visible the intra-
psychic Self.

Below are two classic artistic depictions of this phenomenon, what in Christian theology is understood 
as the presence of the “Holy Spirit”. The first image depicts a medieval scene of King Arthur with his 
knights of the Round Table. Here, the God image - the Self or Holy Spirit - is depicted as the Holy Grail, 
held aloft by two angels. The second image depicts a meal among three visitors to Abraham (from an 
Old Testament story). In this case there is a simple cup or bowl depicting the focal point and the outer 
circle is created through the artist’s careful composition. In both cases the spirit of the meeting is seen as 
a cup or container, a sense of community or unity 
within multiplicity. Note that both the centre and the 
circumference of the resulting circle or mandala are 
important. Both contribute to a sense of unity and 
containment.

http://www.amazon.com/Ego-Archetype-Edward-Edinger/dp/087773576X
http://www.amazon.com/Ego-Archetype-Edward-Edinger/dp/087773576X


The voice of philosophy will be represented by German philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer (1900-2002) 
through a quote from his magnum opus, Truth and Method, in which he raises the very similar idea of a 
"spirit" arising from a meeting or gathering [my emphasis]: 

We say that we "conduct" a conversation, but the more genuine a conversation is, the less its 
conduct lies within the will of either partner. Thus a genuine conversation is never the one that we 
wanted to conduct. Rather, it is generally more correct to say that we fall into conversation, or 
even that we become involved in it. The way one word follows another, with the conversation 
taking its own twists and reaching its own conclusion, may well be conducted in some way, but 
the partners conversing are far less the leaders of it than the led. No one knows in advance what 
will "come out" of a conversation. Understanding or its failure is like an event that happens to us. 
Thus we can say that something was a good conversation or that it was ill fated. All this shows 
that a conversation has a spirit of its own, and that the language in which it is conducted bears 
its own truth within it - ie that it allows something to "emerge" which henceforth exists.
(Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, 2004, p385.)

This "spirit" is clearly not entirely controllable by the ego, by reason or rational planning. For all the 
stopwatches and careful moderation used in some of the philosophy groups happening around Sydney, 
there is always a mysterious "something" that happens at every meeting and, indeed, I would say that 
this mystery is precisely what brings the participants back again and again. Using Biblical language to 
describe this, the participants are seeking God via the Holy Spirit, even if in their own minds they 
believe they are clarifying their own atheism.

...

The third voice comes from the great romantic poet and artist, William Blake. Here are two references to 
conversation that arose in the lecture/essay by Grant Franks discussed earlier this year at SPC (under 
the title of “5th Tuesday: Blake and Kant”)[my emphasis]:

[For Blake] All communication in Eternity occurs through the mediation of these emanations. Later 
in the poem, one of [the] principal characters, Los, describes this process in a conversation with his 
own Emanation, Enitharmon:

When in Eternity [says Los] Man converses with Man they enter
Into each others Bosom (which are Universes of delight)
In mutual interchange. And first their Emanations meet
Surrounded by their Children. If they embrace & comingle
The Human Four-fold Forms mingle also in thunders of Intellect (J., pl. 88)

...

Blake, by contrast, wants nothing so much as the establishment of communion through sharing 
of imaginative vision. In Blake’s vision of the End of Time, Albion enjoys conversations more 
genuine than any that were possible so long as he was surrounded by clouds of shadowy figures 
generated by his own mind.

And they conversed together in Visionary forms dramatic which bright
Redounded from their Tongues in thunderous majesty, in Visions
In new Expanses, creating exemplars of Memory and of Intellect
Creating Space, Creating Time according to the wonders Divine
Of Human Imagination ... (J., pl. 98)

(Grant Franks, “Blake and Kant: Abstraction Opposed to the Visions of Imagination”, 2000.)

Blake is clearly a little more obscure than either Edinger or Gadamer but there is richer fodder there for 
the imagination and perhaps therefore a greater incentive for the Holy Spirit of Conversation to arise. 
Who knows? This would, of course, need to be tested in a real live conversation some day. And this is, 
indeed, an invitation to try out something of the sort.

http://www.iep.utm.edu/gadamer/
http://www.iep.utm.edu/gadamer/
http://books.google.com.au/books?id=ScG5YqYcsEcC
http://books.google.com.au/books?id=ScG5YqYcsEcC
https://www.dropbox.com/s/e76vlqlcwfy30ni/blake-kant-franks-pdf.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/e76vlqlcwfy30ni/blake-kant-franks-pdf.pdf
http://www.meetup.com/SydneyPhilosophyCircle/events/100473532/
http://www.meetup.com/SydneyPhilosophyCircle/events/100473532/
http://www.philorum.com/index.php?/topic/171-5th-tuesday-blake-and-kant/
http://www.philorum.com/index.php?/topic/171-5th-tuesday-blake-and-kant/

